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Zen Doodles (free choice subject matter with lines and patterns) 

Variation is all around us and makes life interesting.   

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

line Why isn’t everything the 

same? 

Japanese line art 

-Background 

experimentation 

Variation, repetition, 

contrast, pattern 

Where can we find 

variation? 

Cheeming Boey- paper 

cups and sharpies 

Radial symmetry What can we create 

with lines and pattern? 

Records- radial design 

with patterns/ clocks..? 

  Watercolor background- 

experimentation 
 

 

Mural Design- Create a motif for a selected school space 

Art & design can serve practical and inspirational purposes. 

Creating: People create and interact with objects, places and design that define, 

shape, enhance, and empower their lives.  

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Motif- repeated idea, image 

or pattern in a piece of art 

that expresses a feeling or 

theme 

What purpose does art 

have in shared spaces? 

School tour- gathering 

spaces 

mural How can you a bring a 

beautification movement 

to your school? 

 

Wayfinding systems 

 How does our 

environment affect us? 

Energy, color, graphics- 

LIFEWTR- artists 

   
 

 

Artists experiment with materials, concepts and art-making approaches.  

Mixed media artwork 

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Composition What makes art great? Look at Mona Lisa 

Balance, Variety, 

Repetition 

Does size matter? Collage, Small 

experiments, book 

pages, magazine faces 

 How can we use 

materials in a new way? 

Contemporary artists: 

Artura Herrera, Ellen 

Gallagher 

 Is art work or play? Theme & Variation- 2 or 

3 panels 
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Creating for a useful purpose.  Cookie jar, vase, pitcher, lantern… wheel… 

Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be developed. 

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Texture, form Where do artists get 

their ideas? 

Creativity, inspiration 

Clay vocab paper How do ceramic artists 

create good work? 

3 projects: texture mug, 

8” coil vase- pinch base, 

creative bowl 

 How are form and 

function important in 

design? 

(Make texture mug with 

slabs- roll or press 

texture into clay) 

  Gene Polson- artist 

visit- wheel thrown 

pottery 
 

 

Modern vs. Traditional- Chinese paper-cut project 

“In life & in paper cutting, everything is connected.  One story leads to another.” 

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Space, shape What makes something 

modern?   

Chinese name design-1st? 

-Start with pos/neg 

paper cut- Japanese 

Notan- contrast/balance 

balance What is the value in 

something traditional? 

Paper stories 

How are we as artists 

inspired by past 

traditions? 

Why do artists follow or 

break away from 

established tradition? 

2 modern artists: 

Beatrice Coron (Ted 

Talk) & Joe Boruchow- 

Artist Investigation 
 

 

3D Paper Mache Sculpture  

Pop culture affects our lives.  

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Form, space How can we express our 

fascination with popular 

culture? 

Carving, subtractive, 

additive 

Texture How does pop culture 

affect us? 

Paper-mache?? 

styrofoam 

 What is popular to me 

now? 

Face Off- Syfy 

 What influences does 

pop culture have on what 

we create? 
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Art is a way of creative expression. 

Art communicates personal meaning.   Tattoo, Basketball, graffiti & symbols 

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

Shape, line How does art 

communicate? 

Best Ink 

Hawaiian Island tattoos 

 Should we ever censor 

artistic expression? 

Interest inventory 

 What does the design of 

art say about its 

creator? 

Ice cream flavor choice 

project- 3 projects to 

choose from 
 

 

Imagination drawing 

Creating: Creativity and innovative thinking are essential life skills that can be 

developed. 
(High School: Individually formulate new creative problems based on students existing artwork) 

Vocab Learning Activities 

Creativity The Pen- imagination book, Sound of Colors, Where the 

Wild Things Are, Harold and the Purple Crayon, Bridge to 

Terabithia, The Power of Henry’s Imagination, The 

Nowhere Box, Dog loves drawing, On the Way Home, Not a 

Box, Open very carefully! 

Imagination Noun Game, Doodling, Noodling… 

https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-

mediums/drawing/draw-with-imagination/  

 Drawing ideas: 

https://www.pinterest.com/haller0304/imaginative-

drawing-project-ideas-hs/?lp=true  

 Artists:  
 

 

Realistic Portrait- Memory Portrait Project  
Helping children feel valued and important; provide meaningful pieces of personal 

history  

Artists experiment with materials, concepts & media. 

Final: Painted portrait of a child from another country 

Art Vocab Essential 

Questions 

Learning Activities 

proportion How can I help 

others? 

Drawing portrait practice-  

½ magazine face 

value Can art be useful?   Memory project video- talk about 

country 

https://memoryproject.org/  

 What impact can 

my creation have 

on others? 

Practice painting with skin 

color….shadow…to make it look 

realistic 
 

https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-mediums/drawing/draw-with-imagination/
https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-mediums/drawing/draw-with-imagination/
https://www.pinterest.com/haller0304/imaginative-drawing-project-ideas-hs/?lp=true
https://www.pinterest.com/haller0304/imaginative-drawing-project-ideas-hs/?lp=true
https://memoryproject.org/
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Foam Sculpture- inspired by Jean Dubuffet 

Artists and designers experiment with forms, structures, materials, concepts, 

media, and art-making approaches.  

 

Vocab/Elements 

or Principles 

Essential Questions Learning Activities 

Abstract What can we learn 

from other artists? 

Research artist Jean Dubuffet- 

Prezi presentation (life, artwork, 

evaluation of sculptures, 

compare/contrast his sculpture 

with another sculpture artist’s 

work 

Positive/Negative 

Space 

How can we make an 

abstract sculpture? 

Foam cutting 

Variety  Make 2D plan of 3D sculpture 

Color  Doodle drawing 
 

 

Personal Symbols- Print and Mixed Media   

Through art-making, people make meaning. 

Culture influences our identity & expression. 

Elements & Principles Essential Questions Other Ideas 

 How are cultures 

different? 

Frida Kahlo 

 What parts of culture 

shape your identity? 

Elizabeth Catlett 

 How does our culture 

affect the way we 

experience life? 

Relief printing 

 

 

Transformation 

Artists & designers develop excellence through practice and constructive 

critique, reflecting on, revising and refining work over time. 

Art Vocab Essential Questions Learning Activities 

Shape, value What does it mean to 

have ingenuity? 

Hook- X-men, Transformers, 

Big… 

Transformation What can we learn from 

other artists? 

Surrealism- Exquisite Corpse 

  

 

Rob Gonsalves 

Tang Yau Hoong 

 

  Drawing or painting/ open 

medium...? 
 

 


